Data-independent acquisition (MSE) with ion mobility provides a systematic method for analysis of a bacteriophage structural proteome.
In this work, a method was developed to study the structural proteome of mycobacteriophage Marvin, a recent isolate from soil with 107 predicted coding sequences. This prototype method was applied for semi-quantitative analysis of the composition of this mycobacteriophage virion using ion mobility spectrometry and data-independent acquisition (MS(E)-IMS). MS(E)-IMS was compared to a more conventional proteomics technique employing mass spectrometry with a data-dependent acquisition strategy. MS(E)-IMS provided broad coverage of the virion proteome and high sequence coverage for individual proteins. This shotgun method does not depend on the limited sensitivity of visualization of protein bands by staining reagents inherent in gel-based methods. The method is comprehensive, provides high sequence coverage and is proposed as a particularly efficient method for the study of bacteriophage proteomes.